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Statmon Technologies Corp. and Pixelmetrix Announce
Worldwide OEM Partnership For Pixelmetrix’s

“ConsolidatorPlus”, the Ultimate Test and Measurement,
Control and Facility Management Tool for DTV

Broadcasters

Singapore, December 2005 - Statmon Technologies Corp., (OTCBB:   STCA     -     News   ,
www.statmon.com    ), a leader in IP network-based monitoring, control and remote facility
management solutions, and Pixelmetrix Corporation Pte Ltd, a global expert in preventive
monitoring for digital television, jointly announce the recent completion a formal
worldwide OEM agreement.

Built upon “Axess”, the powerful network management infrastructure platform from
Statmon, Pixelmetrix has launched the flagship ConsolidatorPlus. Interfacing with the
Pixelmetrix DVStation monitoring platform, the system is able to collect and concentrate
network performance and fault information across wide multiple systems and geographies.
The product comes as a ready-to-go shrink wrapped solution or can be customized to
individual requirements – providing the ultimate solution for preventive, proactive
monitoring and facilities management utilizing a common platform at the regional, national
and global levels.

“The Pixelmetrix - Statmon partnership is a highly powerful technology and business
combination”, says Geoffrey Talbot, the CEO of Statmon Technologies Corp., who went on to
say, “The first European shipments are rolling out the door and we see the Pixelmetrix
collaboration as a strategic international sales channel for Statmon.  The ConsolidatorPlus -
DVStation/Axess combination is the first of many exciting break-out product opportunities.

Danny Wilson, the CEO of Pixelmetrix adds, “Our relationship with Statmon is proving to be
highly productive and exciting. Our respective technology teams are working very
effectively together and we are leveraging off each other’s leading edge product
development strategies. Input from our respective customer relationships provides powerful
leverage for the technology road map and the over-the-horizon solutions we have coming
down the product development pipe line”.

About Statmon Technologies

Located in Los Angeles, CA, Statmon Technologies Corp. is a leading software application
and integration technologies development company providing state-of-the-art remote



control, monitoring and facilities management solutions for a range of industries including
broadcast, power management, telecommunications and data facilities management.
Statmon has over 10 years experience in the provision of multiple site, remote control,
monitoring and automation for major clients including: GE Capital’s NBC TV Network,
Viacom’s CBS Television, Disney’s ABC Network and Harris Corporation.

About Pixelmetrix Corporation

Pixelmetrix Corporation is the global expert in Preventive Monitoring for digital television
networks.  The company provides equipment and network intelligence systems to television
broadcasters for management and monitoring of quality of service.  Headquartered in
Singapore, Pixelmetrix has offices in the United States and Europe. �Pixelmetrix customers
include CNN, CBS, Disney, HBO, NHK, Japan Telecom, KPBS, NTL, Sky PerfecTV! Japan,
British Telecom, Canal+, and Télédiffusion de France.

Pixelmetrix is the winner of the Peter Wayne Award for Best Design and Innovation IBC
2000, winner of the STAR 2000 and 2004 Superior Technology Award from TV Technology
Magazine, recipient of a Cable-Satellite/Mediacast Product of the Year Award in 2003 and
2004, and winner of Broadcast Engineering magazine’s Pick Hit Award 2005. For more
information about Pixelmetrix, please email    info@pixelmetrix.com     or visit
www.pixelmetrix.com    

About DVStation Products

The award-winning DVStation family of products by Pixelmetrix is used for monitoring the
quality and performance of digital networks. DVStation is the only all-in-one solution that
can monitor a signal path from studio to home. The operator sets the monitoring thresholds
and alert methods for the entire network from a single location.  DVStation will notify
operators if there's trouble, with alerts delivered remotely over a corporate LAN, the
Internet or even to a pager. DVStation is the most advanced Preventive Monitoring solution
available today. When signal and content integrity is essential for business success,
DVStation is the only logical solution.

The DVStation family is available as DVStation, DVStation-Remote, DVStation-Pod,
DVStation-IP, DVShift, DVShift-HD, and DVStor.

The terms Preventive Monitoring, DVStation, DVStation-Remote, DVStation-Pod, DVStation-
IP, DVStor, DVShift, DPI Auditor and VISUALmpeg are trademarks of Pixelmetrix
Corporation.
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